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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement
30 CFR Part 924
[SPATS No. MS-012-FOR]
Mississippi Regulatory Program
Correction

In rule document 98-532 beginning on page 1342 in the issue of Friday, January 9, 1998, make the following corrections:

(1) On page 1345, in the first column, starting in the thirteenth line remove "However, the Director finds that the proposed definition is not inconsistent with the Federal definition."

(2) On the same page, in the second column, in the first full paragraph, seven lines from the bottom "utility of publicly" should read "utility or publicly".

(3) On page 1348, in the third column, in the first full paragraph, in the twelfth line "plant" should read "plan".

(4) On page 1352, in the third column, in the first full paragraph, six lines from the bottom "are non inconsistent" should read "are not inconsistent".

(5) On page 1353, in the first column, in the second full paragraph, three lines from the bottom "from other requirement" should read "from the requirement".
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